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Build yourself an exciting dinosaur adventure with more than 50 ideas to inspire your own LEGO
Jurassic World(tm) models. LEGO Jurassic World(tm): Build your Own Adventure combines an
action-packed, thrilling story inspired by the Jurassic World movies and LEGO Jurassic World
animations, with more than 50 fun ideas for building. Once you have built new creations, play out
exciting adventures of your own using your personal LEGO collection. This book comes with a
minifigure and the bricks to build an awesome exclusive vehicle that features in the story. 2020 The
LEGO Group. 2020 Universal Studios.

Create Your Own Monsters Sticker Activity Book
All children - but little boys in particular - will find this book irresistible. Learn all about pirates as you
make up your own pirate ship, adding essential details to the pirate ship models.

Dinosaurs Ultimate Sticker Book
This space age character is likely to pop up where — and whenever you want him to. The winsome little
robot comes with 38 mix-and-match sticker parts that will change the shape of his arms, legs, and even
his face. Colorful accessories make the little guy even more fun to play with.

Build Your Own Dinosaurs
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Get the green flag to make your racing dreams come true with this build-it-yourself sticker set. A strippeddown vehicle comes with 43 stickers that will transform it into a "Pro Cup Racer" — from hubcaps and
hood ornaments to racing stripes, bumpers, fins, and a rear spoiler. Next step, start your engines!

Build Your Own Robots Sticker Book
Four delicious cupcakes have just come out of the oven — and it's up to you to decorate them! You'll
find 83 reusable stickers of candles, colorful sprinkles, chocolate drops, and more tasty treats.

Design Your Own "Ugly" Christmas Sweater Sticker Activity Book
Mix and match colorful blossoms with more than 60 reusable stickers. Create many different bouquets
with the vase of long stems that's depicted on the inside covers of this book.

Build Your Own Dinosaurs Sticker Book
A mad scientist is ready to create his latest monster — and kids can help! This set features a spooky
background scene and 48 reusable stickers of eyes, legs, arms, heads, horns, and other monstrous body
parts. The stickers can be applied and removed to make dozens of different creature combinations.

Create Your Own Robot
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Kids who are thrilled by the sights and sounds of fire trucks roaring to the rescue can outfit a truck of
their very own. This shiny vehicle comes with 35 reusable stickers that provide hours of amusement.
They include pump hoses, ladders, lights, and everything needed to save the day.

Build Your Own Aliens Sticker Book
Fifty reusable stickers let youngsters create a lion with an elephant's trunk, a rooster with rabbit ears, and
other unusual creatures.

Build Your Own Dinosaurs Sticker Book
Here are eight forgotten fairy tales, with heroines who are not quiet and passive, but adventurous,
intelligent and daring. Stories include a sleeping prince rescued by a princess, sisters who fight a goblin to
rescue a bear, and a young girl who outwits a giant to save her family. A collection of feminist fairytales,
forgotten over history, for the modern reader. Perfect for fans of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls,
Jessie Burton's The Restless Girls and Kiran Millwood Hargrave's The Way Past Winter. Featuring
gorgeous illustrations in a beautiful hardback edition, this is a perfect Christmas gift.

Build Your Own Fantasy Warriors Sticker Book
All children - but little boys in particular - will find this book irresistable. The spreads are filled with
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dinosaur skeletons. With the stickers cover the skeletons with the body parts: heads, arms, legs, belly!
Learn as you make up your own dinosaurs and see them come to life on the page.

Design a Dino
A herd of prehistoric creatures comes to life on the pages of this exciting coloring book. Inside, you'll find
24 large pictures of the long-necked Apatosaurus and the mighty tyrannosaurus, as well as the
ankylosaurus, stegosaurus, triceratops, parasaurolophus, and 24 other awesome reptiles. Easy-to-read
captions, along with the dinosaur's name and its phonetic spelling, accompany each picture.A great way
to become acquainted with dinosaurs, this exciting book will also teach you new words while you're
having fun coloring.

Make Your Own Dinosaur
A herd of prehistoric creatures comes to life on the pages of this exciting coloring book. Inside, you'll find
24 large pictures of the long-necked Apatosaurus and the mighty tyrannosaurus, as well as the
ankylosaurus, stegosaurus, triceratops, parasaurolophus, and 24 other awesome reptiles. Easy-to-read
captions, along with the dinosaur's name and its phonetic spelling, accompany each picture.A great way
to become acquainted with dinosaurs, this exciting book will also teach you new words while you're
having fun coloring.
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Build Your Own: Dinosaur Racer
There are all kinds of different dinosaurs to discover in this exciting book. Use the stickers in the middle
to bring each picture to life.

Dinosaur Discovery (Lego Jurassic World: Sticker Activity Book)
Children are already stuck on dinosaurs--that's why they'll love sticking with this entertaining and
informative activity book, created in association with the British Natural History Museum. Packed with
100 colorful and reusable stickers to choose from, as well as a fabulous pull-out landscape, it introduces
dinos big and small, fierce and gentle. Kids will enjoy learning dinosaur names; unearthing fossils;
building dinos by matching bones and skin--just like a paleontologist; helping T-Rex find his dinner; and
filling in fun and challenging puzzles. There are lots of bite-size facts about what these extinct but always
compelling creatures ate, how they moved around, where they lived, and why they all disappeared.
Everything is fully checked and approved by the British Natural History Museum dinosaur experts
Angela Milner and Richard Butler.

Big Dinosaur Sticker Book
This fun sticker and activity book—complete with cool dinosaur press-outs and 200 stickers—is perfect
for imaginative kids who love to build things! Imagine that you have been transported back in time to the
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age of the dinosaurs! You've discovered a new species, and it's your job to collect as much information
about it as you can before you return to the present day. Kids will love this seriously cool press-out and
play sticker/activity book (with 200 stickers!) where they can design their own 3D dinosaur model. There
are three pages with press-out dinosaur parts for kids to color, sticker, design, and customize. They can
follow the instructions inside the book to build T. rex, Diplodocus, or Triceratops, or they can mix and
match the body parts to make a brand-new dinosaur!

Forgotten Fairy Tales of Brave and Brilliant Girls
Owen, Claire, Blue, and the rest of the LEGO Jurassic World gang all appear in this fun-filled activity
book with tons of stickers! A fun-filled activity book that packs a big bite, this jumbo-sized adventure
features Owen, Claire, Blue, and the biggest dinosaur stars of LEGO Jurassic World! With tons of
puzzles, activities, and over 350 stickers, this activity book is sure to be a hit with the hungriest of
dinosaur fans.

Build Your Own Dragons Sticker Book
Build Your Own Cupcake Sticker Activity Book
A herd of prehistoric creatures comes to life on the pages of this exciting coloring book. Inside, you'll find
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24 large pictures of the long-necked Apatosaurus and the mighty tyrannosaurus, as well as the
ankylosaurus, stegosaurus, triceratops, parasaurolophus, and 24 other awesome reptiles. Easy-to-read
captions, along with the dinosaur's name and its phonetic spelling, accompany each picture.A great way
to become acquainted with dinosaurs, this exciting book will also teach you new words while you're
having fun coloring.

Build Your Own Dinosaur Museum
Design a Christmas sweater that's so ugly it's beautiful! Includes a full-color image of a sweater plus 56
colorful reusable stickers of stars, snowflakes, elves, and other ornaments.

Make Your Own Flower Bouquet Sticker Activity Book
Build 18 of the strongest, bravest, most powerful warriors from the land of Ravenhold. There are ten
pages of stickers to help you build a dragon rider, a sorcerer, a four-armed warrior, and many other
fearsome fighters. Includes a map of Ravenhold, and statistics of each warrior's strength, intelligence and
magic force. Using the sticker pages at the end of the book, build each warrior by sticking on their
missing weapons, armour and other magical items. Great for fans of legendary warriors and fantasy
worlds. This is an exciting entry in a popular series whos titles include Superheroes, Robots, Monster
Trucks and lots more spectacular titles!
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LEGO Jurassic World Build Your Own Adventure
Travel back in time to when dinosaurs ruled the Earth and discover how to make a terrifying
Tyrannosaurus rex. With over 20 pieces to put together, useful instructions to follow, and a bunch of
ferocious facts, this interactive book will keep any little dino-fan entertained for hours.

Build Your Own Dinosaurs Sticker Book
Build 18 of the biggest, baddest, most terrifying monsters from the land of Ravenhold. There are ten
pages of hair-raising stickers to help you build a giant sea monster, a double-headed dragon, and many
other sinister creatures. Includes a map of Ravenhold, and statistics of each monster's strength,
intelligence and magic force. Using the sticker pages at the end of the book, build each monster by
sticking on their missing claws, fangs and other ghoulish things. Great for fans of monsters and fantasy
worlds. Young children will find this book irresistible.

Build Your Own Superheroes Sticker Book
With over 1000 stickers and press-outs, spots to color, games to play, and puzzles to solve, this dinosaurthemed sticker activity book is perfect for keeping kids entertained! This activity book is packed with
dinosaur pictures to color, pieces to press-out and create your own dinosaur, spaces to doodle, puzzles to
solve, and over 1000 stickers! Kids will love the exciting pages filled with fearsome dinosaurs including T.
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Rex, Stegasaurus, Velociraptor, and more.

Dinosaur World Sticker and Activity Book
An informative book for young paleontologists covers seven different dinosaurs, provides details on the
dinosaur age, and includes twenty-four labeled rubber stamps that feature parts of skeletons, enabling
readers to build each of the featured dinosaurs. Original.

Build Your Own Spaceships Sticker Book
Explore the exciting world of dinosaurs with this fun sticker activity book. With 250 reusable stickers,
your child can complete a dinosaur jigsaw and even use their imagination to create their own brilliant
dinosaur scene. Packed with fun facts for kids which support Key Stage 1 teaching, they will learn all
about these prehistoric wonders with DK's eye-catching photographic stickers. Dinosaurs Ultimate
Sticker Book will bring hours of entertainment to kids as they discover everything there is to know about
the exciting creatures that once roamed the Earth.

PJ Masks: Super Sticker Book
With hundreds of stickers, places to color, games to play, and puzzles to solve, this sticker activity book is
perfect for keeping kids entertained! This activity book is packed with pictures to color, spaces to doodle,
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puzzles to solve, and over 1000 stickers! Boys in particular will love the exciting pages filled with cool
animals, outer space adventures, robots, and more.

National Geographic Kids Ultimate Dinopedia
Discover hours of prehistoric fun with this roar-some activity book! Follow the simple step-by-step guide
to build your very own pull-back dino racer, using over 20 pieces. Then, explore the mighty book of
dinosaurs, packed with loads of cool games and puzzles that are sure to keep little dino fans entertained
for hours.

Create Your Own Race Car Sticker Activity Book
Build Your Own Dinosaurs Sticker Book
A construction toy in sticker book form, with lots of superheores to put together using the stickers
provided. Satisfyingly stylish and detailed artwork will appeal to children of all ages.

Funny Animal Faces Sticker Activity Book
This Minecraft Official Survival Sticker Book is filled with survival tips, secret tricks, activities, and
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hundreds of stickers! In this Minecraft Official Survival Sticker Book, Minecraft fans of all ages will
discover which hostile mobs to avoid, how to build an epic base, and how to locate the best blocks and
items by completing the exciting full-color activities and using the hundreds of Minecraft stickers inside.
With so much to do, there's enough to keep young Minecrafters busy for hours! Minecraft is a game
about placing blocks and going on adventures. Build, play, and explore across infinitely generated worlds
of mountains, caverns, oceans, jungles, and deserts. Defeat hordes of zombies, bake the cake of your
dreams, venture to new dimensions, or build a skyscraper. What you do in Minecraft is up to you.
2019 Mojang AB and Mojang Synergies AB. MINECRAFT and MOJANG are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Mojang Synergies AB.

My Mega Book of Dinosaurs
Shares in-depth information about all currently known dinosaur species organized under major periods,
providing details on such topics as physical characteristics, diet, and discovery dates.

Dinosaur Sticker Book
Build Your Own Cars Sticker Book
Build 11 of the biggest, scariest, most powerful dragons from the land of Ravenhold. There are ten pages
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of stickers to help you build dragons that can freeze you solid, shatter stone with their shriek or outfly a
speeding arrow. Includes a map of Ravenhold, and statistics of each dragon's size, speed and attack
force. Illustrations: Full colour throughout WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months
because of small parts. Choking Hazard.

Build Your Own Space Warriors Sticker Book
Build 11 of the strangest, deadliest, most awesome aliens in the galaxy. There are ten pages of stickers to
help you build a giant alien that floats through the clouds, trailing tentacles that crackle with lightning, a
mysterious warrior from another dimension, and lots more. Includes statistics for each alien's size,
intelligence and attack force. Using the sticker pages at the end of the book, build each alien by sticking
on their missing tentacles, blasters and other alien technology. Great for fans of sci fi and monsters.

Minecraft Official Survival Sticker Book (Minecraft)
Each supercar in this colourful sticker book needs its wheels, headlights, trim and other details added. All
are available as stickers at the back of the book so that children can complete a rally car, a Le Mans car,
a Pro Mod racer, an SUV and many more.

Build Your Own Monsters Sticker Book
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A construction toy in sticker book form, with lots of robots to build using the stickers provided.
Satisfyingly stylish and detailed artwork will appeal to children of all ages. Use the stickers included in
the book to add essential details to a huge range of robots.

Dinosaurs
You can have lots of fun creating scenes with the dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals in this amazing
book.

Create Your Own Fire Truck Sticker Activity Book
Build 11 of the fiercest, toughest, most dangerous warriors in the galaxy. There are ten pages of stickers
to help you build a space pirate, a cyborg bounty hunter, a time-travelling assassin, and many other
fearsome fighters. Includes statistics of each warrior's skill, intelligence and bravery. Using the sticker
pages at the end of the book, build each warrior by sticking on their missing weapons, armour and other
futuristic equipment. Great for fans of sci-fi and superheroes. An exciting entry in a popular series.

Dinosaur Stencil Art
Packed with more than 1,000 stickers, the PJ Masks Super Sticker Book is a must-have for all PJ fans!
This PJ Masks: Super Sticker Book features your favorite little heroes and is sure to provide hours of fun
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for all Catboy, Gekko, and Owlette fans. With 128 pages of fun activities, 8 posters to cut out and hang
up, and more than 1,000 stickers, kids are sure to have a super good time with this super sticker book!
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